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From the start, Strategy& creates a strategy for you that works today and delivers into tomorrow. We make strategy real.

Industry Perspectives [24] Outlooks on major trends, challenges, and opportunities companies can expect to
see in different sectors. Booz developed the business theory that companies would be more successful if they
could call on someone outside their own organizations for expert, impartial advice. Organisational strategy
Strategic planning We help you set your ambition, generate and evaluate key initiatives, identify other options
to fill any gap in your ambition, and deliver your plan. We help you improve how you target customers; sell
product and services; deliver better customer service; engage customers online or anywhere, and use business
insight to make better decisions. In a white paper entitled "Fast Track to Recovery" [25] and the book Leading
Outside the Lines, [26] Booz Partner Jon Katzenbach uses various case studies to illustrate the exchange
between the formal and the informal elements of organizations. After the spin-off, Booz Allen Hamilton then
focused exclusively on U. In , however, when the three-year noncompete provision expired, Booz Allen
Hamilton began building out its commercial consulting practice, focusing on technology integration and
cybersecurity programs. We help you develop the structures and culture that enable new innovations to
emerge so you can accelerate and successfully deliver the benefits from your innovations to the market.
Trading continued through  The firm coined the terms and developed the concepts of supply chain , supply
chain management , product life cycle , the PERT Chart and organizational DNA. We conduct due diligence
analysis, integration planning and post-merger integration services for small, medium and large-scale deals.
The firm also regularly publishes cross-industry research related to its four major platforms:
Capabilities-Driven Strategy, Deals, Digital, and Fit for Growth. We help you transform your strategic intent
into long-term shareholder value, enabling better execution of your strategies in complex and dynamic
situations. Booz established a small consulting firm in Chicago, and two years later, he and two partners
formed the Business Research and Development Company, which conducted studies and performed
investigational work for commercial and trade organizations. View more Financial and acquisition strategy
We help you achieve an in-depth understanding of your market through modelling, competition and pricing
analysis. View more Customer strategy Customers are at the heart of every business, from business strategy
through to delivery. View more Growth strategy Successful growth strategies are based upon commercialising
innovations that deliver new sources of value to your organisation and its stakeholders. Recruiting[ edit ] In ,
the firm had roughly , applicants and new jobs. View more Business and technology design We offer a deep
level of industry insight into game-changing technology platforms and innovations needed to inform and
achieve your strategic business goals.


